Routine lunar impact monitoring has harvested over 110 impacts in 2 years of observations using 0.25, 0.36 and 0.5 m telescopes and low-light-level video cameras. The night side of the lunar surface provides a large collecting area for detecting these impacts and allows estimation of the flux of meteoroids down to a limiting luminous energy. In order to determine the limiting mass for these observations, models of the sporadic meteoroid environment were used to determine the velocity distribution and new measurements of luminous efficiency were made at the Ames Vertical Gun Range. The flux of meteoroids in this size range has implications for Near Earth Object populations as well as for estimating impact ejecta risk for future lunar missions. Abstract Routine lunar impact monitoring has harvested over 150 impacts in just over 2 years of observations using 0.25, 0.36 and 0.5 m telescopes and low-light-level video cameras. The night side of the lunar surface provides a large collecting area for detecting these impacts and allows estimation of the flux of meteoroids down to a limiting luminous energy. In order to determine the limiting mass for these observations, models of the sporadic meteoroid environment were used to determine the velocity distribution and new measurements of luminous efficiency were made at the Ames Vertical Gun Range. The flux of meteoroids in this size range has implications for Near Earth Object
1) Hypervelocity shots of Pyrex spheres into JSC-1A lunar simulant were performed at the Αmes Vertical Gun Range The flashes were recorded with the same cameras used for g p j populations as well as for estimating impact ejecta risk for future lunar missions. 
Background
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Αmes Vertical Gun Range. The flashes were recorded with the same cameras used for impact monitoring but with neutral density filters and the fraction of the impact kinetic energy visible in the camera passband was calculated.
2) 12 Geminid shower impacts observed in 2006 were analyzed following the technique that Βellot-Rubio et al. (2000) used for the 1999 Leonids.
The resulting η as a function of impact speed was fitted including the Bello-Rubio Leonid value and the results appear to the right. Points from Ernst and Schultz (2005) and Nemtchinov et al. (1999) are included on the plot but not in the fit. Note that the Nemtchinov points lie above the fit due to the fact that they represent estimates based on hydrocode modeling and have not been adjusted for the spectral response of the cameras as the other points were.
The luminous efficiency as a function of speed was then convolved with the speed distribution of the sporadics from MEM (McNamara et al. 2004 ) and identified shower meteoroids in the 76 impacts to determine a limiting mass. Where E is the energy detected at Earth is the luminous efficiency f is an
Comparison with Other Flux
Impact Data and Determination of Flux
LunarScan (Gural 2007) scans video file to find changes between frames which meet selectable signal-to-noise criteria. Human reviews candidate flashes and deletes cosmic rays, aircraft, satellites, etc. LunaCon (Swift et al., 2008) finds lunar edge and computes surface area searched, uses background stars to photometrically calibrate flashes, estimates data quality (passing clouds, lunar contrast) to allow exclusion of useless data, and calculates total energy for each flash in camera passband.
Determination of shower mass is easily accomplished using equation 1, as showers are mono-velocity. The masses of the sporadics are determined by substitution of the expectation value of v2 using the MEM (McNamara 2004) velocity distribution.
A comparison of the derived mass flux with that of Grün (1985) shows good agreement within the margin of error
Observation Procedure
Where EEarth is the energy detected at Earth, η is the luminous efficiency, f is an asymmetry factor (2 for hemispherical emission and 4 for isotropic, we used 3 as in Bellot-Rubio (2000) and R is the distance to the Moon. The data from 147 nights of observation were reviewed and 72 nights comprising 162.7 observation hours were chosen for detailed analysis. In this time span 76 impact flashes were recorded in the field of view which covers approximately 9% of the total lunar surface.
The image above shows the total lunar impacts used in the calculations Moon is observed between 10% and 50% illumination which results in about 10 possible nights per month with observation periods between 1 and 5 hours per night.
The average lunar surface area within the field of view was 3.43x10 km or approximately 9% of the lunar surface. Thus the flux of meteoroids down to our detection limit was 76 / ( 3.43x10 6 km 2 * 162.7 hr) = 1.36x10 -7 impacts/km 2 hr or 1.19x10 -3 impacts/km 2 yr. Why Lunar Impact Monitoring is Why Lunar Impact Monitoring is Useful
• We started this work in earnest 2 years ago to provide a better estimate of the ejecta p j environment for Constellation lunar elements.
• It turns out that it is also useful for calibration of MEM for large (kg) masses calibration of MEM for large (kg) masses.
Why are lunar impact monitoring and hypervelocity impact testing necessary for Constellation? testing necessary for Constellation?
• Constellation Program needs a specification for lunar impact ejecta -Existing spec is for Apollo -circa 1969 A ill b d hi i f h d -Astronauts will be exposed to this environment for months as opposed to hours.
• Flux of larger objects (kilogram size) is poorly determined • Production of ejecta particles is very poorly determined Production of ejecta particles is very poorly determined • We must:
-Measure the flux and brightness of large impactors -ALAMO -Determine the luminous efficiency -fraction of impact kinetic energy y p g y which converts to light (which we observe) -Ames Vertical Gun Range -That gives the flux versus size of impactors -Measure the ejecta properties (mass, speed, direction distributions) and use modeling to extend from test regime to lunar regime modeling to extend from test regime to lunar regime -Use model to fly the particles and estimate flux vs size and velocity at a lunar outpost. • EV44 houses the Meteoroid Environment Office and the Constellation Environments and Constraints System Integration Group lead -we have the responsibility to do this job Jack Schmitt/Apollo 17 observation of lunar impact lunar impact x "NASA Apollo 17 transcript" discussion is given below (before descent to lunar surface): CC How about putting an X on the map where you saw it?
LMP I keep looking for --yes, we will. I was planning on looking for those kind of things.... 
